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PORTAL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The recommended minimum exposure to reduce surface microbes is 
20 seconds per person. A four-point, 360 degree turn within the Portal 
is recommended for maximum coverage.

1.  Enter the center of the Portal and raise your arms with a posture 
similar to that used in an airport scanner. Stand for 5 seconds.

2.  Keeping your arms raised, rotate within the Portal 90 degrees to 
face the side. Stand for 5 seconds.

3. Rotate again 90 degrees to face the back. Stand for 5 seconds.

4.  Rotate a final 90 degrees to face the opposite side. Stand for 5 
seconds.

5. Your 20 second cleanse cycle is now complete, and you may exit.

GUÍA DEL USUARIO DEL PORTAL

La exposición mínima recomendada para reducir los microbios de la 
superficie es de 20 segundos por persona. Se recomienda un giro de 
cuatro puntos o 360 grados dentro del Portal para obtener la máxima 
cobertura.

1.  Ingrese al centro del Portal y levante los brazos con una postura 
similar a la utilizada en un escáner de aeropuerto. Párate por 5 
segundos.

2.  Manteniendo los brazos levantados, gire dentro del Portal 90 
grados para mirar hacia un lado. Párate por 5 segundos.

3.  Gire nuevamente 90 grados para mirar hacia atrás. Párate por 5 
segundos.

4.  Finalmente gire 90 grados para mirar el lado opuesto. Párate por 5 
segundos.

5.  Su ciclo de limpieza de 20 segundos ahora está completo y puede 
salir.
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1.   Before starting, unplug the power 
cord and make sure the Portal is off.

2.   Uninstall both Corner Motion 
Control Assembly by unscrewing 
the two (2) Security Head screws 
and disconnect the quick connector 
for each (See Fig 1).

3.   Locate and remove all the screws that 
attached the four (4) cover plates to 
the Side Frame Assembly.  Remove 
the 4 cover plates (See Fig 2).

4.   Locate and remove all the screws 
that attached the two (2) cover plates 
to the Top Frame Assembly.  Remove 
the 2 cover plates (See Fig 3).

5.   Locate and disconnect the UV 
Module quick connectors from the 
Frame Assembly.  

6.   Remove all the screws that 
attached the UV Module to the 
Frame Assembly and uninstall the 
old UV Module (See Fig 4). 

7.   Connect the new UV Module via 
the quick connector and install 
into the Frame Assembly with its 
corresponding screws (See Fig 4).

8.   Repeat steps 5, 6, and 7 to replace 
the remaining UV Modules.

9.   Once all UV modules have been 
replaced, attach the four (4) cover 
plates with its corresponding 
screws to the respective Side 
Frame Assembly (See Fig 2)

10.  Attach the two (2) cover plates with 
its corresponding screws to the 
Top Frame Assembly (See Fig 3)

11.  Connect the two Corner Motion 
Control Assembly via the quick 
connectors and install into the 
Portal with its corresponding 
screws (See Fig 1).

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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Safety Notes

The Cleanse Portal is intended to sanitize the skin and clothing of people using 
human safe, far ultraviolet C (Far-UVC). Independent researchers at Columbia 
University and other academic institutions have shown that Far-UVC light to be 
as or more effective in inactivating pathogens than UVC light while remaining 
safe for exposed human skin and eyes.

While safety testing is ongoing, the Far-UVC source has not been tested for 
photosensitive individuals or those exposed to photo-sensitizing agents and 
risks may be higher for these individuals and appropriate precautions taken.

Inactivation of pathogens depends on the length of exposure time inside the 
Portal. Based on human coronavirus testing, a minimum exposure time of 20 
seconds is recommended for 90% inactivation, 40 seconds for 99% and 60 
seconds for 99.9% of pathogens on a person’s skin and clothing.

Based on ACGIH Threshold Limit Values (TLV), the recommended maximum 
time spent within the Portal is 15 minutes over an 8-hour day, which equates to 
(45) 20 second passes through the Portal.

The use of Cleanse Portal is an adjunct and not intended as a replacement or 
modification to an existing cleaning and sanitization program.

Sanitization is only applicable to the air and any exposed surfaces, including 
exposed human skin and clothing, inside the Portal. The sanitization is not 
applicable and will not be effective in treating against any preexisting illness or 
infection within the person standing inside the Portal.

Far-UVC emitter has a nominal operational life of >3000 hours. The emitter 
radiates a dim violet glow during operations. If the visible dim violet glow is no 
longer detected, the Far-UVC modules shall be serviced and replaced. Please 
refer to UV Module Replacement Guide for procedures.

CAUTION: The Cleanse Portal will help to inactivate and reduce >90% of 
pathogens with as little exposure time as 20s, but it will not eliminate them 
completely.

CAUTION: Risk of Burn and Injury. While the Portal is on, do not touch the 
surface of the UVC module.


